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Introduction

PART ONE. STRUGGLE AND EQUILIBRIUM: FROM LASKER TO VON NEUMANN

1 “The Strangest States of Mind”: Chess, Psychology, and Emanuel Lasker’s Kampf

2 “Deeply Rooted, Yet Alien”: Hungarian Jews and Mathematicians

3 From Budapest to Göttingen: An Apprenticeship in Modern Mathematics

4 “The Futile Search for the Perfect Formula”: Von Neumann’s Minimax Theorem

PART TWO. OSKAR MORGENSTERN AND INTERWAR VIENNA

5 Equilibrium on Trial: The Austrian Interwar Critics

6 Wrestling with Complexity: Wirtschaftsprognose and Beyond

7 Ethics and the Excluded Middle: Karl Menger and Social Science in Interwar Vienna

8 From Austroliberalism to Anschluss: Morgenstern and the Viennese Economists in the 1930s

PART THREE. FROM WAR TO COLD WAR

9 Mathematics and the Social Order: Von Neumann’s Return to Game Theory

10 Ars Combinatoria: Creating the Theory of Games
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